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5 In the romantic hearts of watch lovers the world over, timepiece 

manufacture is an aged, traditional and perfected craft where change 

is rebuffed and improvement questioned. But the past decade has seen 

an influx of modern technology and the industry as a whole is now 

tentatively starting to take notice of these 21st-century advancements. 

One convert and leader in the field - Frédérique Constant - talks to QP 

about its silicon escapement wheel.

David Stone
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Independent watchmaker Frédérique Constant became the 

latest Swiss brand to pledge allegiance to the so-called “Silicon 

Revolution”, when it introduced a silicon escapement wheel into 

its Heart Beat range. The component, designed and made in-

house at the Plan-les-Ouates workshops, was a significant step, 

not least because it meant association with that daring and edgy 

league of houses who are experimenting with materials quite 

outside the horological norm. Although exciting for the brand, this 

2007 design lacked any new or innovative contribution in itself, 

however, a more recent effort, the Calibre FC-980 Tourbillon does 

deserve a closer inspection. With its “Smart Weight” balance and 

a 28,800 BPH oscillation rate, the development has created a 

tourbillon with substantially higher energy efficiency, as well as 

sustained amplitude. 

Silicon has proved to be just as versatile in watchmaking as it 

previously was for the microprocessor - although there has not 

yet been such a unanimous conversion and acceptance. The 

details are a little cloudy as to who first began research into the 

horological potential of the material, but in terms of the tangible 

evidence of a working silicon system, Ulysse Nardin takes the 

credit. The appropriately named Freak, in its prototype state, 

stole the show at the 2001 Basel watch fair, although its Dual 

Direction escapement (featuring two escapement wheels) was 

plagued with technical problems. Patek Philippe entered the game 

in 2005 with its silicon version of the Swiss Lever Escapement 

(the preferred escapement in the vast majority of watches since 

the 1800s as it is accurate and reasonably easy to manufacture); 

and it is this latter design that has been reinterpreted in the 

Frédérique Constant Heart Beat movement.

Aletta Bax and Peter Stas formed Frédérique Constant in 1988 

and released the debut collection in 1992. The company remained 

relatively small for about 12 years, before expanding into workshops 

in the heart of Geneva’s art district, Chene-Bourg, in 2000. By 2006 

the company had upgraded to Plan-les-Ouates and production 

levels were heading towards 90,000 pieces per year. Since 2001 

Frédérique Constant has been driving towards manufacture status 

with the development of its own Heart Beat movement. 

The Heart Beat range claims to have been the first modern 

watch to feature a dial-side aperture, showing off the mainspring 

and escapement wheel. Unfortunately no patent was filed and 

ownership was lost. The brand invested three years into the 

development and production of the first in-house calibre, with 

the manual-wind appearing in 2004. One of its characteristics 

Above: The 2007 Heart Beat Calibre FC 935 Silicium built on the success of 
the Heart Beat Manufacture Calibre, launched in 2004.  Top right: Company 

founders, Peter Stas & Aletta Bax.  Right and opposite page: The ground-
breaking and innovative Frédérique Constant workshop.
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being the repositioning of the balance wheel bridge to the front side of 

the movement so it could be seen through the gap in the dial. Since then a 

Moon Phase and Date version has appeared and this was shortly followed by 

an automatic, but it was the decision to pursue silicon components that has 

allowed Frédérique Constant to demonstrate its ambition and commitment as 

a forward-thinking contemporary watchmaker. 

Fine-tuning
The accuracy of a mechanical watch is dependent on the efficiency and rate of 

the balance wheel, the balance spring and the escapement. The balance wheel is 

continuously spinning back and forth and it is the length of time for each spin that 

determines the frequency of the watch - a higher frequency resulting in greater 

accuracy. For a watchmaker, the trick is to have enough energy transferring from 

the escapement to the balance wheel to keep it swinging, while interference 

with the free-swinging of the balance wheel is kept to a minimum. Calibres built 

from traditional materials will need some form of lubrication to reduce the build 

up of friction (the ticking sound of a running watch is caused by the balance 

spring gear and the escapement teeth making contact), which will in turn reduce 

the energy transfer. And it is for these reasons that silicon components have 

provided such a viable alternative to traditional components. 

Silicon has a large number of properties that make it suitable for use in 

watchmaking, especially for making components that come under repeated 

It was the decision to pursue silicon 
components that has allowed Frédérique 
Constant to demonstrate its ambition 
and commitment as a forward-thinking 
contemporary watchmaker.

Below and bottom: The FC-980 Tourbillon 
complete with the reduced weight of the 
silicon escapement wheel.
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Frédérique Constant’s silicon escapement wheel has resulted in a timing 
device with a much greater energy efficiency, giving a marked improvement 
over other high-end tourbillons.

pressure and contact. It has a hardness somewhere in the 

region of 1100 Vickers (compared to 700 Vickers for steel); it 

is corrosion resistant, antimagnetic, lightweight, flexible and 

has a low density. One of the most significant benefits this has 

for watchmaking is the tribological aspect. Silicon has a perfect 

surface and will generate very little friction; it will, therefore, not 

need lubrication.  

To produce these silicon components, Frédérique Constant 

watchmakers have invested in a technology called Deep Reactive 

Ion Drilling (DRIE). There is not the traditional drilling or machining 

used to produce standard components, instead an image of 

the part is projected onto a round silicon wafer, comprising of 

three layers. The projection produces a ‘photo’, which allows the 

exposed section to be washed away, while the image is etched 

with plasma. The new silicon wheel is separated by isotropic 

etching and requires only a surface clean before it is ready for 

use (there is no need for balancing, centring or polishing).

The first batch of Frédérique Constant silicon wheels found its 

way into a limited series of Moon Phase Heart Beat watches, 

which appeared in 2007 and were equipped with the venerable 

FC-935 Automatic movement. A year on and the Tourbillon 

Manufacture Silicon arrived, complete with the all-new FC-980 

Tourbillon and a host of inspired features. 

The reduced weight of the silicon escapement wheel and its anti-

friction qualities, together with the movement’s 4 hertz/28,800 

BPH frequency, has resulted in a timing device with a much 

greater energy efficiency, allowing the watch an amplitude of 

over 300 degrees in dial-up and dial down position and even 275 

degrees when the crown is down. This is a marked improvement 

over other high-end tourbillons.
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One of the benefits of 
silicon is its tribological 
aspect - it has a perfect 
surface, will generate very 
little friction and will not, 
therefore, need lubrication

Above and below: The CNC machine used at Plan-
les-Ouates allows for close to perfect precision.

Further Information:  www.frederique-constant.com

The tourbillon cage comprises of 80 components, each of which 

was produced at Plan-les-Ouates, on the Frédérique Constant 

CNC machine. CNC produced parts can result in a precision of 

1-2 microns (0.001-0.002 mm), nevertheless, discrepancies in 

the distribution of weight can still occur, and so to correct any 

aberrations, the tourbillon cage has been fitted with a ’Smart 

Screw’ system. For any future centring, a watchmaker will need 

to counterbalance the overweight by adding or removing the 

miniature metal rings found under the screw.

Frédérique Constant silicon escapement wheels contribute to an 

exciting chapter in the development of contemporary horology, 

yet the basic circular 42 mm rose gold case, with its clean white 

guilloche dial suggests nothing but the most conservative of 

traditional watchmaking. Like so many of the interesting and 

genuinely advanced watches, its charm is in its understatement.  8
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